Optical radiation force expression for a cylinder exhibiting rotary polarization in plane quasi-standing, standing, or progressive waves.
A generalized analytical expression for the radiation force of plane quasi-standing, standing, or progressive electromagnetic (EM) waves is derived for a circular cylinder exhibiting rotary polarization in a TM-polarized incident field. Such a material, allowing rotary polarization, produces cross-polarized waves in the scattered field, which contribute to the radiation force experienced by the cylindrical object as shown here. As an example of a material exhibiting rotary polarization, a perfect electromagnetic conductor (PEMC) nonabsorptive cylinder is chosen to illustrate the analysis. In contrast with perfect electrical conductors (PECs), perfect magnetic conductors (PMCs), or conventional dielectric materials, the radiation force on a PEMC cylinder shows a direct dependency on the expansion coefficients of the cross-polarized waves, which do not exist for PECs, PMCs, or standard dielectrics. Extra new terms contribute to the generalized radiation force series expansions for plane quasi-standing, standing, or progressive waves. Numerical predictions demonstrate the possibility of trapping a circular-shaped cylinder material with rotary polarization in-plane quasi-standing or standing waves. Furthermore, the scattering, extinction, and absorption energy efficiencies for the nonabsorptive PEMC cylinder are computed, which validate the radiation force results from the standpoint of the law of energy conservation applied to EM scattering. The exact analytical radiation force expression for a PEMC cylinder of any arbitrary radius α (i.e., much smaller, comparable, or much larger than the wavelength of the illuminating incident field) in quasi-standing, standing, or progressive waves is also applicable to chiral, plasma, topological insulator, liquid crystal tubular phantom, or any other material exhibiting rotary polarization.